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Abstract
We consider normal ≡ Gaussian seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR) with incomplete data
(ID). Imposing a natural minimal set of conditional independence constraints, we ﬁnd a restricted
SUR/IDmodel whose likelihood function and parameter space factor into the product of the likelihood
functions and the parameter spaces of standard complete datamultivariate analysis of variancemodels.
Hence, the restricted model has a unimodal likelihood and permits explicit likelihood inference. In
the development of our methodology, we review and extend existing results for complete data SUR
models and the multivariate ID problem.
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1. Introduction
In the classical normal ≡ Gaussian seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR) [29], which
play “a central role in contemporary econometrics” [14, p. 323], different variables may
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be regressed on different mean spaces. SUR extend the multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) model in which all observed variables are regressed on the same mean space.
In monotone ≡ nested SUR in which the different regression spaces are totally ordered
by inclusion, explicit likelihood inference is possible, by which we mean that the LF for
the SUR model can be factored into a product of LFs of MANOVA models [8,22]. In
particular, the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is available in closed form and is
unique, i.e. the LF is unimodal. In nonmonotone SUR, iterative methods are generally
required to maximize the possibly multimodal likelihood function (LF) [13]. However,
lattice conditional independence (LCI) theory [6] permits to ﬁnd aminimal set of conditional
independence (CI) restrictions s.t. explicit likelihood inference is possible, yet in an LCI-
restricted model [8].
LCI theory also may be applied to incomplete data (ID) problems. 1 For monotone in-
complete data that are i.i.d. normal, explicit likelihood inference is again possible by fac-
torization into complete data MANOVA models [16, Chapter 7]. Nonmonotone incomplete
data, however, generally require iterative methods to maximize the possibly multimodal LF
[21]. For the i.i.d. nonmonotone case, Andersson and Perlman [5] applied LCI theory to
ﬁnd a minimal set of LCI restrictions s.t. the model again becomes a product of MANOVA
models permitting explicit likelihood inference with a unimodal LF.
The two applications of LCI theory meet in the SUR/ID model, i.e. SUR with incomplete
data [15,24,25,27], for which this paper offers a combined theory. 2 After describing LCI
models with new results on comparing LCI models for inclusion (§2), we prove that earlier
proposed LCI restrictions are in fact the unique minimal set of LCI restrictions that permit
explicit likelihood inference in SUR (§3).We prove that rigorously deﬁned linear IDmodels
(§§4–5) can be factored into a product of complete data MANOVA models under the
parsimonious LCI model for i.i.d. incomplete data. In §6 we deﬁne the SUR/ID model and
ﬁnd a minimal set of LCI constraints permitting explicit likelihood inference. In §7 we
connect our results to directed graphical models, discuss their applicability in practice and
outline directions for future research.
2. Lattice conditional independence theory
2.1. Lattices and LCI models
Let Y ≡ (Yi | i ∈ I ) ∼ N (,) be a normal ≡ Gaussian random vector in RI , where
I is a ﬁnite index set,  ∈ RI , and  ∈ P(I ) (the cone of all real positive deﬁnite I × I
matrices). Let K be a ring of subsets of I, that is, a subset of the power set 2I closed under
intersection and union, hence a ﬁnite distributive lattice. We always assume that ∅ ∈ K and
I ∈ K. When referring to a lattice we will always mean a ring of subsets of I.
1 It is assumed throughout this article that data is missing at random and the missing data can be ignored in
likelihood inference [16, Chapter 6].
2 The technical report [12] is a more detailed version of this paper.
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The LCI model determined by K places the following CI constraints on the distribution
of Y:
YK ⊥ YL | YK∩L ∀K,L ∈ K. (2.1)
Here, YK is the subvector (Yi | i ∈ K) and ⊥ denotes (conditional) independence. The set
of all covariance matrices  s.t.Y satisﬁes the speciﬁed CIs is denoted by P(K). Likelihood
inference for the normal LCI model on RI ,
N(K) := (N (,) |  ∈ RI ,  ∈ P(K)) (2.2)
and its extension to the normal linear LCI model (cf. (2.13), Proposition 2.4, and Theorem
2.4) is based on the partially ordered set (poset) J (K) of join-irreducible elements of the
lattice K, ordered by inclusion. For K ∈ K, K 	= ∅, deﬁne
〈K〉 := ∪(L ∈ K | LK), [K] := K \ 〈K〉;
thus K = 〈K〉 .∪ [K]. Now deﬁne
J (K) := {K ∈ K | K 	= ∅, 〈K〉K} = {K ∈ K | K 	= ∅, [K] 	= ∅}. (2.3)
Equivalently, K ∈ J (K) iff K 	= ∅ and K = L ∪ M ⇒ K = L or K = M . By
[6, Proposition 2.1], every set L ∈ K can be partitioned as
L = ∪˙([K] | K ∈ J (K), K ⊆ L). (2.4)
In particular, the index set I can be partitioned as
I = ∪˙([K] | K ∈ J (K)), (2.5)
and, for L ∈ J (K),
〈L〉 = ∪˙([K] | K ∈ J (K), KL). (2.6)
By Birkhoff’s Representation Theorem (cf. [11, Theorem 5.12] or [1, Theorem 3.2(ii)]), the
poset J (K) determines the lattice K uniquely.
2.2. The algebra of generalized block-triangular matrices with lattice structure
For two index sets I and Jwe denote the vector space of I×J matrices byRI×J . However,
if the set RI×J acts on another set of matrices by left multiplication then we denote it by
M(I × J ), or by M(I ) when I = J . Further, AI ′×J ′ denotes the I ′ × J ′ submatrix of a
matrix A ∈ M(I × J ). In accordance with the partition (2.5) of the index set I, we can
partition a matrix A ∈ M(I ) as
A = (A[L]×[M] | L,M ∈ J (K)). (2.7)
For each lattice K deﬁne
M(K) := {A ∈ M(I ) | A[L]×[M] = 0 ∀M 	⊆ L ∈ J (K)}. (2.8)
It is shown in [6, §2.4] that M(K) is an algebra of generalized block-triangular matrices;
see also [7].
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Proposition 2.1 (Andersson and Perlman [6, Proposition 2.2]). A matrix A ∈ M(K) iff
one of the following two equivalent conditions is fulﬁlled:
(i) ∀y ∈ RI ,∀L ∈ K : yL = 0 ⇒ (Ay)L = 0;
(ii) ∀y ∈ RI ,∀L ∈ K : (Ay)L = ALyL.
Condition (i) implies that M(K) is closed under matrix multiplication and contains the
identity, and thus indeed is an algebra.
2.3. The MANOVA model
Assume that we observe the variables indexed by I on subjects indexed by the ﬁnite index
set N. Arranged in matrix form, we observe the random array X ∈ RI×N that satisﬁes
X ∼ N (,⊗ 1N) , (2.9)
where N denotes the normal distribution, 1N is the N × N identity matrix, the columns
X·j , j ∈ N , of X are independent with common covariance matrix  ∈ P(I ), and
where EX ≡  ∈ RI×N is the array of means. The classical MANOVA 3 model on RI×N is
deﬁned as
N(U) := (N (,⊗ 1N) |  ∈ U,  ∈ P(I )), (2.10)
where U is a MANOVA subspace of RI×N , i.e. a linear subspace U ⊆ RI×N s.t.
M(I )U ⊆ U . (2.11)
Proposition 2.2 (Characterization of MANOVA subspaces; Andersson et al. [4]). For a
subspace U ⊆ RI×N , the following statements are equivalent:
(i) U is a MANOVA subspace;
(ii) U = UI ≡ ×(U | i ∈ I ) where U is a subspace of RN ;
(iii) U = {Z |  ∈ M(I × J )} for some design matrix Z ∈ RJ×N and a ﬁnite index set J.
The MLE (ˆ, ˆ) in a MANOVA model exists uniquely a.s. if |N | |I | + dim(U) where
U is the row space of the design matrix Z [17, Chapter 6]:
ˆ = XZ′(ZZ′)−1Z, ˆ = 1
n
(X − ˆ)(X − ˆ)′. (2.12)
Otherwise, the MLE never exists.
2.4. The linear LCI model and its likelihood factorization
Again assume (2.9). Andersson and Perlman [8] introduced and studied the linear LCI
model on RI×N :
N(U,K) := (N (,⊗ 1N) |  ∈ U,  ∈ P(K)), (2.13)
3 We do not distinguish between a multivariate analysis of variance and a multivariate linear regression model.
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where U is a K-linear subspace (or simply K-subspace) of RI×N , deﬁned as a linear
subspace of RI×N that satisﬁes
M(K)U ⊆ U . (2.14)
In contrast to a MANOVA model, a linear LCI model restricts the covariance matrix 
because P(K) ⊆ P(I ) but, since M(K) ⊆ M(I ), it allows the mean matrix  to lie in a
more general subspace while still permitting explicit likelihood inference (cf. Theorem 2.4).
Proposition 2.3 (Characterization of K-subspaces, Andersson and Perlman [8, Theorem
4.2]). Let U be a linear subspace of RI×N . For each K ∈ J (K) let U[K] and U〈K〉 denote
the projections of U onto R[K]×N and R〈K〉×N , respectively. Then U is a K-subspace of
RI×N iff the following three conditions are satisﬁed:
(i) U = ×(U[K] | K ∈ J (K));
(ii) ∀K ∈ J (K), U[K] is a MANOVA subspace of R[K]×N ;
(iii) ∀K ∈ J (K), M([K] × 〈K〉)U〈K〉 ⊆ U[K].
Under the linear LCI model N(U,K), the LF factors according to the partitioning (2.5)
(cf. [8]), as follows. For K ∈ K, let XK (resp., K ) denote the K × N sub-matrix of
X (resp., ) and let K denote the K ×K sub-matrix of  (cf. (2.9)). Partition XK , K , and
K according to the decomposition K = 〈K〉
.∪ [K]:
XK =
(
X〈K〉
X[K]
)
, K =
(
〈K〉
[K]
)
, K =
(
〈K〉 〈K]
[K〉 [K]
)
. (2.15)
For each K ∈ J (K), the conditional distribution of X[K] given X〈K〉 is
(X[K] | X〈K〉) ∼ N[K]×N
(
[K] + [K〉X〈K〉,[K] ⊗ 1N
)
, (2.16)
where [K] := [K] − [K〉−1〈K〉〈K〉, [K〉 := [K〉−1〈K〉 is the matrix of regression coef-
ﬁcients, and [K] := [K]·〈K〉 = [K] − [K〉−1〈K〉〈K] (or more precisely [K] ⊗ 1N ) is
the conditional covariance matrix. The family (([K], [K〉,[K]) | K ∈ J (K)) comprises
the K-parameters of the model N(U,K).
Theorem 2.4 (Factorization of a linear LCI model [8, Theorem 5.1, 5.2]). Let U be a
K-subspace of RI×N . Then the LF for the model N(U,K) factors as
f,(x) =
∏
K∈J (K)
f[K],[K〉,[K](x[K] | x〈K〉), (2.17)
where f[K],[K〉,[K](x[K] | x〈K〉) is the LF for the MANOVA model (2.16) on R[K]×N .
Furthermore, the parameter space factors according to the bijective mapping
U × P(K) → ×
(
U[K] × R[K]×〈K〉 × P([K]) | K ∈ J (K)
)
,
(,) → (([K], [K〉,[K]) | K ∈ J (K)) . (2.18)
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Theorem 2.4 enables one to ﬁnd the MLE of (,) by ﬁrst deriving the MLEs of the
K-parameters from the usual least square formulas (2.12), then reconstructing the MLE
of (,) from its estimated K-parameters; compare [5,6,18]. The MLE of (,) exists
uniquely for a.e. x ∈ RI×N iff
|N | max {|K| + dK ∣∣K ∈ J (K)} , (2.19)
where dK is the dimension of U[K] divided by |[K]|. (Equivalently, if U[K] = U [K] then dK
is the dimension of U ⊆ RN .)
2.5. Lattice inclusion
In order to prove minimality of subsequently constructed LCI restrictions, we need to
compare LCI models based on different lattices. Since clearly
K ⊆ L ⇒ P(L) ⊆ P(K) (2.20)
it sufﬁces to compare solely the lattices. (Note that the converse of (2.20) is false, as seen
by the example K = {∅, {1}, {1, 2}} and L = {∅, {1, 2}} over the index set I = {1, 2}.)
Lemma 2.5 below permits to compare lattices based on sets of the form
Ki := ∩(K ∈ K | i ∈ K), i ∈ I, (2.21)
which is the smallest member of K containing the index i. As shown in [6, Proof of Propo-
sition 2.1], Ki is join-irreducible and i ∈ [Ki] ≡ Ki \ 〈Ki〉.
Lemma 2.5 (Inclusion of join-irreducible elements). Let K and L be two lattices over the
same index set I. Let Ki and Li be the smallest join-irreducible elements of K and L,
respectively, that contain the index i ∈ I . Then
K ⊆ L ⇐⇒ Li ⊆ Ki ∀i ∈ I. (2.22)
Moreover, if Li ⊆ Ki for all i ∈ I then [Li] ⊆ [Ki] for all i ∈ I .
Proof. First, apply Lemma 1 of [26] with S = K, Fi = Ki , B = K , where Ki is deﬁned
in (2.21), to obtain that
K ∈ K ⇐⇒ K =
⋃
i∈K
Ki. (2.23)
(⇒): If K ⊆ L then in particular Ki ∈ L for all i. But then since i ∈ Ki it follows from
(2.23) with K replaced by L that Ki = ⋃j∈Ki Lj ⊇ Li .(⇐): Since L is closed under union it sufﬁces by (2.23) to show that all Ki are elements
of L. Let Ki(L) := ∪(L ∈ J (L) | L ⊆ Ki) ∈ L. We shall show that Ki = Ki(L).
By its deﬁnition, Ki(L) ⊆ Ki . To show Ki ⊆ Ki(L) let j ∈ Ki . Then Kj ⊆ Ki , since
Ki ∈ J (K) and Kj is the smallest element of J (K) that contains j. Since Lj ⊆ Kj by
assumption, Lj ⊆ Ki , hence j ∈ Lj ⊆ Ki(L).
To establish [Li] ⊆ [Ki] assume that j ∈ [Li]. Since also j ∈ [Lj ] it follows that
j ∈ [Li] ∩ [Lj ], and we can deduce from (2.5) that Lj = Li . Hence, j ∈ Lj = Li ⊆ Ki ,
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which implies that Kj ⊆ Ki . On the other hand, i ∈ Li = Lj ⊆ Kj so Ki ⊆ Kj , which
implies Kj = Ki . In particular, j ∈ [Kj ] = [Ki] which establishes that [Li] ⊆ [Ki]. 
Lemma 2.6 (Inclusion of matrix algebras, see Drton et al. [12]). Let K and L be two lat-
tices over the same index set I with associated algebras of generalized block-triangular
matrices M(K) and M(L), respectively. Then
K ⊆ L ⇐⇒ M(L) ⊆ M(K). (2.24)
3. Seemingly unrelated regressions
3.1. The SUR model
The general normal SUR model on RI×N is determined by a SUR pair S := (U, IU) for
RI×N . Here, the SUR pattern U is a collection of distinct subspaces of RN with |U| |I |
and the SUR partition
IU := (IU | U ∈ U) (3.1)
is a partition of I indexed by U, i.e.
I = .∪(IU | U ∈ U). (3.2)
The SUR linear subspace (or simply SUR subspace) of RI×N induced by S is deﬁned as
US := ×(UIU | U ∈ U) ⊆ RI×N. (3.3)
The general normal SUR model on RI×N is deﬁned to be
N(US) := (N (,⊗ 1N) |  ∈ US,  ∈ P(I )). (3.4)
In SUR, all variables with index i ∈ IU are regressed on the same linear regression subspace
U ⊆ RN , so the variables in IU follow the MANOVA model N(UIU ) on RIU×N . The |U|
different MANOVA models are only seemingly unrelated because the variables in IU and
IU ′ may be correlated if  is not diagonal. If the SUR pattern U is totally ordered with
respect to inclusion, the SUR model is called nested, or monotone. Otherwise inclusion
yields only a partial ordering of the regression spaces and the model is called nonnested, or
nonmonotone. In nonmonotone SUR models, the MLE of (,) cannot be found explicitly
and the LF may be multimodal [13].
3.2. LCI restrictions for a SUR model
For a lattice K ⊆ 2I , we can impose the associated LCI restrictions on the SUR model
N(US) on RI×N to obtain the LCI-restricted SUR model on RI×N :
N(US,K) := (N (,⊗ 1N) |  ∈ US,  ∈ P(K)). (3.5)
As shown in [8], S determines a lattice KS ⊆ 2I of subsets of I s.t. US becomes a KS-
subspace of RI×N , hence N(US,KS) becomes a linear LCI model on RI×N amenable to
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explicit normal-theory likelihood inference (cf. Theorem 2.4). Here, we prove the unique
minimality of KS using the Lemma 2.5.
The set of subspaces U is partially ordered by inclusion. For U ∈ U, deﬁne
KU =
.∪(IU ′ | U ′ ⊆ U, U ′ ∈ U), (3.6)
so KU ⊆ KU ′ iff U ⊆ U ′ and KU = KU ′ iff U = U ′. Thus the sets PS := {KU | U ∈ U}
and U are in 1-1 correspondence and form isomorphic posets under inclusion. Note that
PS is totally ordered by inclusion iff the SUR pattern is monotone. The SUR lattice KS is
deﬁned to be the lattice generated by PS, i.e. the smallest ring containing eachKU ,U ∈ U.
The Birkhoff Representation Theorem yields that PS = J (KS) (also compare [8, §6]). It
also follows easily from the deﬁnition of KU that
KU = ∩(K ∈ KS | IU ⊆ K), (3.7)
the smallest join-irreducible element in KS that contains IU (or any i ∈ IU ). Furthermore,
IU = [KU ], U ∈ U. (3.8)
Theorem 3.1 (The parsimonious linear LCI model, Andersson and Perlman [8]). Under
the LCI constraints determined by the SUR lattice KS, the LCI-restricted SUR model
N(US,KS) becomes a linear LCI model on RI×N .
By Theorems 2.4 and 3.1, the model N(US,KS) on RI×N factors as a product of
MANOVA models. By (2.19), the MLE of (,) in this model exists and is the unique
solution to the likelihood equations for a.e. x ∈ RI×N iff
|N | max {| .∪(IU ′ | U ′ ⊆ U)| + dU | U ∈ U}, (3.9)
where dU is the dimension of U.
Remark 3.2. By (2.14) and Lemma 2.6, it follows that if two lattices are nested as K ⊆ L
then aK-subspace of RI×N is also anL-subspace of RI×N . Hence, for any latticeL ⊇ KS,
the model N(US,L) is also a linear LCI model on RI×N . Recall, however, that the larger
lattice induces the CIs from the smaller lattice plus possibly further CIs; cf. (2.20).
Theorem 3.3 (Lattice minimality for a SUR model). The SUR lattice KS is uniquely min-
imal among all lattices L over I s.t. N(US,L) is a linear LCI model on RI×N .
Proof. Consider a lattice L s.t. US is an L-subspace. For each i ∈ I , let Li be the smallest
join-irreducible element of L containing i and let Ui be the projection of US onto R{i}×N .
By Proposition 2.4(ii) and (iii), Uj ⊆ Ui whenever j ∈ Li . Let U(i) be the unique member
of U s.t. IU(i) contains i. By the deﬁnition of KU(i), the inclusion U(j) = Uj ⊆ Ui = U(i)
implies also that j ∈ KU(i). Thus, all the join-irreducible elements of L and KS are nested
as Li ⊆ KU(i). Because KU(i) = Ki (the smallest join-irreducible element of KS that
contains i), Lemma 2.5 shows that KS ⊆ L. 
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Fig. 1. The SUR lattice KS.
3.3. Example
Consider four variables indexed by I := {1, 2, 3, 4} on the subjects indexed by N :=
{1, . . . , m}, with outcomes appearing in the random I × N matrix X (for additional exam-
ples see [8,12,28]). Further, assume that the mean matrix  ≡ E[X] is an element of the
regression space
Z ≡ {Z |  ∈ } ⊆ RI×N. (3.10)
Here,  is a subspace of M(I × J ) with J := {1, . . . , 5}, and Z is the J ×N design matrix
Z ∈ RJ×N , which is assumed to be of full rank |J | = 5m. Let zi be the ith row of Z. We
abbreviate {i} by i, {i, j} by ij, etc.
Let  be the subspace of M(I ×J ) given by all matrices  = (ij ) such that 12 = 13 =
14 = 24 = 33 = 43 = 0. Set
U1 = span(z1, z5), U2 = span(z1, z2, z3, z5), U34 = span(z1, z2, z4, z5).(3.11)
Deﬁne the SUR pattern U := {U1, U2, U34} and let the SUR partition IU be given by
IU1 = {1}, IU2 = {2}, and IU34 = {3, 4}. Then Z = US is the SUR subspace of RI×N
induced by the SUR pair S ≡ (U, IU) for RI×N . Since the regression spaces are ordered
as U1U2 and U1U34, the join-irreducible elements are J (KS) = {1, 12, 134}. Thus
the lattice KS = {∅, 1, 12, 134, 1234} is nonmonotone. It imposes the CI 2 ⊥ 34 | 1,
i.e. variable 2 is conditionally independent of variables 3 and 4 given variable 1, and the LF
of the LCI-restricted SUR model N(US,KS) on RI×N factors as
f (1 2 3 4) = f (3 4 | 1) f (2 | 1) f (1). (3.12)
The Hasse diagram [11, Chapter 1] ofKS is shown in Fig. 1. Finally, condition (3.9) for the
almost sure existence and uniqueness of the MLE of (,) is fulﬁlled iff |N | = m7 =
max{1 + 2, 2 + 4, 3 + 4} = max{|KU | + dU | U ∈ U}.
4. Multivariate incomplete data
4.1. ID patterns
Consider a random array Y ∈ RI×N where the variables and subjects are indexed by I
and N, respectively. Now, however, some entries of Y may be missing. The ID pattern can
be described by a subset I ⊆ I × N with the interpretation that (i, n) ∈ I iff the variable
i ∈ I is observed on subject n ∈ N . To avoid trivialities, assume that no variable and no
subject is entirely missing. The set I can be represented in two canonical ways.
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First, for each n ∈ N let
I (n) := {i ∈ I | (i, n) ∈ I} ∈ 2I \ {∅} (4.1)
denote the set of all variables i that are observed on subject n, and deﬁne
I := {I (n) | n ∈ N} ⊆ 2I \ {∅}. (4.2)
The set I thus describes the pattern of partially observed column vectors and is called the
column ID pattern. For each K ∈ I deﬁne
NK := I−1(K) ≡ {n ∈ N | I (n) = K} 	= ∅, (4.3)
that is, NK indexes the subjects for which exactly the variables in K are observed. Then the
family
NI := (NK | K ∈ I) (4.4)
constitutes the column ID, or simply column partition of N,
N = .∪(NK | K ∈ I). (4.5)
Second, for each i ∈ I let
N(i) := {n ∈ N | (i, n) ∈ I} ∈ 2N \ {∅} (4.6)
denote the set of all subjects n for which variable i is observed, and deﬁne
N := {N(i) | i ∈ I } ⊆ 2N \ {∅}. (4.7)
The setN thus describes the pattern of partially observed row vectors and is called the row
ID pattern. For each M ∈ N deﬁne
IM := N−1(M) ≡ {i ∈ I | N(i) = M} 	= ∅, (4.8)
that is, IM indexes the variables that are observed exactly on the subjects in M. Then the
family
IN := (IM | M ∈ N ) (4.9)
constitutes the row ID, or simply row partition of I,
I = .∪(IM | M ∈ N ). (4.10)
The column ID pattern I, also known as incomplete data pattern [5], missing data
pattern [16, §1.2], or missingness pattern [23, p. 16], is important when specifying the
distributional assumption, which is based on independent subjects. In explicit likelihood
inference, however, variables in I are regressed on other variables (cf. Theorem 2.4), thus
the row ID pattern N is important for statistical analysis. If a column or row ID pattern is
totally ordered by inclusion, then we call it monotone or nested [16]; otherwise we refer to
it as nonmonotone or nonnested (cf. Proposition 4.2 below).
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For statistical analysis, for certain K ⊆ I it will be necessary to consider the set of
subjects N+K for which all variables in K are observed together. Formally, for any K ⊆ I
we deﬁne
N+K := ∩(N(i) | i ∈ K) =
.∪ (NK ′ | K ′ ∈ I, K ′ ⊇ K). (4.11)
Note that for all M ∈ N , it holds by deﬁnition that
N+IM = M. (4.12)
4.2. The ID lattice
Let KI ⊆ 2I denote the column ID lattice (or simply column lattice), that is, the lattice
generated in 2I by the column ID pattern I. The row ID pattern N ⊆ 2N \ {∅} does not
directly generate a lattice in 2I . However, N is partially ordered by inclusion, so we can
proceed as follows (compare to §3.2).
For M ∈ N , deﬁne
KM :=
.∪(IM ′ | M ′ ∈ N , M ′ ⊇ M), (4.13)
so KM ⊆ KM ′ iff M ⊇ M ′ and KM = KM ′ iff M = M ′. It follows that the sets
PN := {KM | M ∈ N } (4.14)
andN are in 1-1 correspondence and form anti-isomorphic posets under inclusion. The row
ID lattice (or simply row lattice) KN ⊆ 2I is now deﬁned to be the lattice generated in 2I
by PN . Then as in §3.2,
PN = J (KN ). (4.15)
Moreover, it follows as in (3.7) and (3.8) that KM is the smallest join irreducible element
of KN containing IM (or any i ∈ IM ) and that
IM = [KM ], (4.16)
which implies that the row partition IN in (4.9) can be written as
IN = ([K] | K ∈ J (KI)). (4.17)
Proposition 4.1 (ID lattice). The column and row lattices coincide, i.e. KI = KN , and
jointly deﬁne the ID lattice KI := KI = KN .
Proof. The smallest join-irreducible element of KI containing i ∈ I is given by (compare
(2.21))
K ′i = ∩(K ∈ I | i ∈ K), i ∈ I. (4.18)
Now, j ∈ K ′i iff i ∈ K implies j ∈ K for all K ∈ I, that is, iff variable j is observed on a
subject n whenever variable i is observed on n. Thus,
j ∈ K ′i ⇐⇒ N(i) ⊆ N(j) ⇐⇒ j ∈ KN(i) ∈ PN .
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Hence K ′i = KN(i), which implies that the lattices KI and KN have the same join-
irreducible elements, so KI = KN . 
Note that the smallest join-irreducible element of KI containing i ∈ I consists of all
j ∈ I s.t. if variable i is observed on a subject n, then so is variable j. Thus only the row ID
patternN and the row partition IN are needed to construct these join-irreducible elements.
Proposition 4.2 (Monotonicity). The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the column ID pattern I is monotone;
(ii) the row ID pattern N is monotone;
(iii) the set of join-irreducible elements J (KI) is totally ordered by inclusion;
(iv) the ID lattice KI is totally ordered by inclusion.
5. Linear incomplete data models
5.1. Linear ID subspaces
Continuing the discussion from §4, suppose that the complete data array satisﬁes
Y ∼ N (,⊗ 1N), (5.1)
where  ∈ RI×N and  ∈ P(I ). Let X denote the ID array, that is, the observed part of Y.
By the deﬁnition of I, the sample space for X is the vector space RI, which can be written
equivalently as
RI ≡×(RK×NK | K ∈ I) = ×(RIM×M | M ∈ N )
≡×(R[K]×N+K | K ∈ J (KI)), (5.2)
where the last equivalence follows from (4.12), (4.16), and (4.17). The projection of the
complete data array Y onto the ID array X is denoted by
pI : RI×N → RI,
Y → X := (XK |K ∈ I) , (5.3)
where XK is the K × NK submatrix of Y. Then X ∈ RI satisﬁes
X ≡ (XK | K ∈ I) ∼ ⊗
(N (K,K ⊗ 1NK ) | K ∈ I) , (5.4)
where K denotes the K × NK submatrix of  and K is the K × K submatrix of . Here
E[X] =  ≡ (K | K ∈ I) := pI() ∈ RI. (5.5)
In §2.3 and §2.4, linear hypotheses about the mean array  were given by MANOVA
subspaces andK-subspaces deﬁned by invariance under left multiplication by the naturally
associated matrix algebras M(I ) and M(K), respectively. To deﬁne an analogous class of
subspaces in the ID case, we deﬁne the multiplication of an ID array x ∈ RI by a matrix
A ∈ M(I ) as (cf. [4]):
Ax := (AKxK | K ∈ I) ∈ RI, (5.6)
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where AK is the K × K submatrix of A. For the linear ID model introduced in §5.2, under
appropriate LCI covariance restrictions, explicit likelihood inference is possible for themore
general linear hypothesis determined by a linear ID subspace (or simply KI-subspace) U
of RI, that is, a linear subspace of RI that fulﬁlls (compare (2.11) and (2.14))
M(KI)U ⊆ U, (5.7)
where KI is the ID lattice deﬁned in Proposition 4.1.
Proposition 5.1 (Characterization of KI-subspaces of RI). Let U be a linear subspace of
RI. For eachK ∈ J (KI), let U++[K] and U++〈K〉 denote the projections of U onto R[K]×N
+
K and
R〈K〉×N
+
K , respectively. Then U is aKI-subspace of RI iff the following three conditions are
satisﬁed:
(i) U = ×(U++[K] | K ∈ J (KI));
(ii) ∀K ∈ J (KI), U++[K] is a MANOVA subspace of R[K]×N
+
K ;
(iii) ∀K ∈ J (KI), M([K] × 〈K〉)U++〈K〉 ⊆ U++[K] .
Proof. (⇒): LetA ∈ M(KI) and  ∈ U , so by (5.7),A ∈ U . ForK ∈ J (KI), theK×N+K
submatrix of A is given by
(A)+K
(4.11)= ((A)K×NK′ | K ′ ∈ I,K ′ ⊇ K)
(5.6)=
(
AKK×NK′ | K ′ ∈ I,K ′ ⊇ K
)
= AK+K, (5.8)
where the last equality follows from Proposition 2.1(ii). This implies that
[M(KI)U]+K
(5.8)= M(KI)KU+K
(2.8)=
(
M(〈K〉) 0
M([K] × 〈K〉) M([K])
)( U++〈K〉
U++[K]
)
,
which, by (5.7), yields that [M(KI)U]+K ⊆ U+K . Thus,
[M(KI)U]++[K] =
[
M([K] × 〈K〉)U++〈K〉
]
+
[
M([K])U++[K]
]
⊆ U++[K] , (5.9)
which yields (ii) and (iii).
By the deﬁnition of U++[K] , U ⊆ ×(U++[K] | K ∈ J (KI)). For any K ∈ J (KI), choose a
basis of U++[K] and let  be a member of this basis. Since U++[K] is the projection of U onto
R[K]×N
+
K , there exists  ∈ U s.t. ++[K] = . Multiplying  by the matrix in M(KI) that has
the identity matrix 1[K] in the [K]th diagonal block and zeroes elsewhere shows that the
element ∈ RI with++[K] =  and zeroes elsewhere is an element ofU . Repeating this for all
K ∈ J (K) and all basis elements  shows that U contains a basis of×(U++[K] | K ∈ J (KI)),
so (i) follows.
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(⇐): If (ii) and (iii) hold then the inclusion in (5.9) holds. Therefore,
M(KI)U ⊆ ×
(
[M(KI)U]++[K] | K ∈ J (KI)
) (5.9)⊆ × (U++[K] | K ∈ J (KI))
hence by (i), U satisﬁes (5.7). 
Corollary 5.2 (Restriction to a KI-subspace of RI). The space U is a KI-subspace of RI
iff there exists a KI-subspace V of RI×N s.t. U = pI(V). In particular, if V is a MANOVA
subspace of RI×N then pI(V) is a KI-subspace of RI.
This Corollary (proved in [12]) makes an existence statement only and pI(V) may be a
KI-subspace of RI even if V ⊆ RI×N is not a KI-subspace of RI×N .
5.2. LCI restrictions for a linear ID model
The challenge of maximum likelihood estimation when data is incomplete is somewhat
similar to the SUR case. First, if the column or row ID pattern is nonmonotone then theMLE
cannot be obtained explicitly. Second, the LF might be multimodal [21]. But here again,
based on the ID pattern/lattice, one can construct a parsimonious LCI model that yields
explicit MLEs under guaranteed unimodality of the LF. The original work by Andersson
and Perlman [5] treats the case of i.i.d. multivariate normal random vectors. Here, their
approach is extended to a linear ID model.
Let U be a KI-subspace of RI. The linear ID model N(U) on RI is deﬁned as
N(U) := (⊗ (N (K,K ⊗ 1NK ) | K ∈ I) |  ∈ U,  ∈ P(I )), (5.10)
recall (5.4) and (5.5). For any lattice K ⊆ 2I , deﬁne the LCI-restricted linear ID model
on RI:
N(U,K) := (⊗ (N (K,K ⊗ 1NK ) | K ∈ I) |  ∈ U,  ∈ P(K)). (5.11)
For each K ∈ I, the K × N+K submatrix X+K of Y is fully observed. Partition X+K as
X+K =
(
X++〈K〉
X++[K]
)
, (5.12)
so by (5.2)
X = (XK | K ∈ I) = (X++[K] | K ∈ J (KI)). (5.13)
Furthermore, let +K , 
++
〈K〉, and 
++
[K] denote the corresponding quantities when  = E[X]
from (5.5) replaces X in (5.12). Then under the parsimonious LCI-restricted linear IDmodel
N(U,KI) on RI, for each K ∈ J (KI) the conditional distribution of X++[K] given X++〈K〉 is
(X++[K] |X++〈K〉) ∼ N[K]×N+K
(
++[K] + [K〉X++〈K〉,[K] ⊗ 1N+K
)
, (5.14)
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where
++[K] := ++[K] − [K〉−1〈K〉++〈K〉,
[K〉 :=[K〉−1〈K〉,
[K] :=[K]·〈K〉 = [K] − [K〉−1〈K〉〈K]. (5.15)
The family ((++[K], [K〉,[K]) | K ∈ J (KI)) comprises the KI-parameters of the model
N(U,KI) on RI.
Theorem 5.3 (Factorization of the parsimonious LCI-restricted linear ID model). Let U
be a KI-subspace of RI. Then the LF for the model N(U,KI) on RI factors as
f,(x) =
∏
K∈J (KI)
f++[K],[K〉,[K]
(
x++[K]
∣∣ x++〈K〉) , (5.16)
where f++[K],[K〉,[K]
(
x++[K] | x++〈K〉
)
is the LF of the MANOVA model on R[K]×N+K given by
(5.14). Moreover, the parameter space factors according to the bijective mapping
I : U × P(KI) → ×
(
U++[K] × R[K]×〈K〉 × P([K]) | K ∈ J (KI)
)
(,) →
(
(++[K], [K〉,[K]) | K ∈ J (KI)
)
. (5.17)
Proof. Factorization (5.16) of the LF follows immediately from the derivation of the fun-
damental factorization (3.12) in [5]. This derivation does not make use of any structure in
the mean matrix , in particular, no use is made of the i.i.d. assumption.
The bijectivity of the reparameterization I can be seen as follows (compare also [10,
Proposition 6.1]). The restricted reparameterization
	I : P(KI) →
(
R[K]×〈K〉 × P([K]) ∣∣K ∈ J (KI))
 → (([K〉,[K]) ∣∣K ∈ J (KI)) (5.18)
is bijective, as proved in [6, Theorem 2.2.]. Thus,
I(,) = I(′,′) ⇒ 	I() = 	I(′) ⇐⇒  = ′.
To show that I(,) = I(′,′) also implies  = ′, choose a never-decreasing listing
of the join-irreducible elements K ∈ J (KI), i.e. ﬁnd K1, . . . , Kq , q = |J (KI)|, s.t. 
 <
 ⇒ K 	⊆ K
. Apply the deﬁnition (5.15) of ++[K
] successively to ﬁnd that ++[K
] = ′++[K
]
for 
 = 1, . . . , q. This implies  = ′ and hence the injectivity of I.
Surjectivity of I follows from an augmented version of the reconstruction algorithm in
[5, §3.3]. The augmentation consists in replacing the 
th step in which the next part of the
mean column vector (denoted [
] in [5]) is obtained by a step in which the next part of the
mean matrix is obtained, i.e. by ++[K
] = ++[K
] +[K
〉++〈K
〉.At the 
th step of the algorithm,
++〈K
〉 ∈ U++〈K
〉 is constructed. Since U is a KI-subspace of RI, Proposition 5.1 implies that
M([K
] × 〈K
〉)U++〈K
〉 ⊆ U++[K
]. (5.19)
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The inclusion (5.19) implies that ++[K
] is constructed to be in U
++
[K
]. Since U = ×(U++[K
] |

 = 1, . . . , q), the reconstructed  is an element of U .
For given KI-parameters
(
(++[K], [K〉,[K])
∣∣K ∈ J (KI)) of N(U,KI) on RI in the
claimed image of I, this augmented reconstruction algorithm yields (,) ∈ U × P(KI)
s.t.
I(,) =
(
(++[K], [K〉,[K]) | K ∈ J (KI)
)
.
Thus, I is surjective.
Finally, since ++[K] ranges through the entire MANOVA subspace U++[K] of R[K]×N
+
K , the
model (5.14) is a MANOVA model on R[K]×N+K based on |N+K | observations. 
Theorem 5.3 shows that, just as in the SUR case, if the LCI constraints given by KI
are imposed on the linear ID model N(U) to produce the LCI-restricted linear ID model
N(U,KI) then explicit likelihood inference is possible. However, different sample sizes
|N+K | apply to the different regression factors. Thus, the necessary and sufﬁcient condition
for almost sure existence and uniqueness of the MLE in the LCI-restricted linear ID model
N(U,KI) is that
|N+K | |K| + dK ∀K ∈ J (KI), (5.20)
where dK is deﬁned in (5.23).
Remark 5.4. A factorization theorem analogous to Theorem 5.3 holds for a LCI-restricted
linear ID model N(U,L) whenever L ⊇ KI. To see this let Li and Ki denote the smallest
join-irreducible elements of L and KI, respectively, that contain the index i ∈ I . Then, by
Lemma 2.5,
Li ⊆ Ki and [Li] ⊆ [Ki]. (5.21)
Hence, the proof of Theorem 5.3 applies since, due to (5.21),
(i) the factorization of the LF of N(U,KI) implies the factorization of the LF of N(U,L);
(ii) the fact that (5.19) holds for K
 implies that (5.19) remains true if K
 is replaced by
Li , where i ∈ I is such that Ki = K
;
(iii) for all i ∈ I , U++[Li ] is a MANOVA subspace because U++[Ki ] is one also.
Theorem 5.5 (Lattice minimality for a linear ID model). The ID lattice KI is uniquely
minimal among all lattices L over I for which the model N(U,L) on RI admits factor-
izations of the LF and the parameter space as products of LFs and parameter spaces,
respectively, of MANOVA models, as in Theorem 5.3.
Proof. Let L be a competing lattice admitting a factorization as in (5.16) and (5.17) in
Theorem 5.3 and let Li be the smallest join-irreducible element of L containing i ∈ I .
Since the Li th factor in the factorization must be a MANOVA model, a variable j ∈ Li is
observed on every subject on which the variable i is observed. However, Ki , the smallest
join-irreducible element of KI containing the index i, contains all j ∈ I s.t. variable j is
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observed whenever variable i is observed (see §4.2). Thus, Li ⊆ Ki for all i ∈ I . Lemma
2.5 then implies that KI ⊆ L, hence the minimality and uniqueness of KI. 
Remark 5.6. The distribution of the random ID arrayX in (5.4) is uniquely determined by
the mean parameter  ∈ RI from (5.5) and the covariance matrix . In a linear ID model
N(U) on RI, the parameter (,) ∈ U × P(I ) is identiﬁable iff  is identiﬁable, which
holds iff
∪ (K × K | K ∈ I) = I × I ; (5.22)
compare [5]. However, if U = pI(V) for a KI-subspace V of RI×N then  ∈ V need not
be uniquely identiﬁed by pI(). For this identiﬁability to hold, the projection pI : V → U
must be bijective, or equivalently, dim(V) = dim(U). In applications, this condition can be
veriﬁed as follows.
Since V is a KI-subspace of RI×N , we can write the projection of V onto R[K]×N as
(VK)
[K] for a linear subspace VK ⊆ RN . Further, let dK be the dimension of U++[K] divided
by |[K]|. Equivalently, if U++[K] = (UK)[K] for some univariate linear subspace UK ⊆ RN
+
K
then
dK = dim(UK). (5.23)
Then dim(V) = ∑(|[K]| dim(VK) | K ∈ J (KI)) = dim(U) iff dK = dim(VK) for all
K ∈ J (KI).
5.3. Example
In the framework of §3.3 we now consider incomplete data with ID pattern I. With
incomplete data our conclusions depend on the exact structure of the subspace pI(Z) of
RI, which we choose by specifying the full rank design matrix
Z =
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1
2
3
4
5
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
(5.24)
and the subspace  ⊆ M(I × J ) given by the matrices of the form
 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
11 11 13 14 11
21 21 23 0 21
31 31 0 34 31
41 41 0 0 41
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (5.25)
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Fig. 2. The ID lattice KI.
Moreover, assume that the ID array has the form
X =
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1
2
3
4
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
      
        
      
         
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (5.26)
where black squares represent the observed valueswith index in the IDpattern I ⊆ I×N and
blank spaces represent the missing values. The row ID pattern is N = {M1,M2,M3,M4}
where
M1 :=N(1) = {1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10}, M2 := N(2) = {1, . . . , 10} \ {6},
M3 :=N(3) = {1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10}, M4 := N(4) = {1, . . . , 10}. (5.27)
The row partition IN is given by IMi = {i} for all i ∈ I . From
M1M2,M3,M4, M2M4, M3M4, (5.28)
it follows that J (KI) = {4, 24, 34, 1234},KI = {∅, 4, 24, 34, 234, 1234}. Fig. 2 shows the
Hasse diagram of KI.
By (2.8), a generalized block-triangular matrix A ∈ M(KI) is of the form
A =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
a11 a12 a13 a14
0 a22 0 a24
0 0 a33 a34
0 0 0 a44
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (5.29)
It is straightforward to verify that M(KI) ⊆ , which implies that Z is a KI-subspace
of RI×N , which in turn implies by Corollary 5.2 that U := pI(Z) is aKI-subspace of RI.
The LF of the LCI-restricted linear ID model N(U,KI) on RI, which is based on the CI
2 ⊥ 3 | 4, factors as
f (1 2 3 4)I = f (1 | 2 3 4)M1 f (2 | 4)M2 f (3 | 4)M3 f (4)M4 . (5.30)
Since {1, 3, 4, 7, 9}M1,M2,M3,M4, the non-singularity of the submatrix ZJ×{1,3,4,7,9}
implies parameter identiﬁability. By (5.20), theMLE of (,) exists uniquely almost surely
since
|N+KM1 | = |M1| = 7  7 = 4 + 3 = |KM1 | + dim(U1),
|N+KM2 | = |M2| = 9  4 = 2 + 2 = |KM2 | + dim(U2),
|N+KM3 | = |M3| = 8  3 = 2 + 1 = |KM3 | + dim(U3),
|N+KM4 | = |M4| = 10  2 = 1 + 1 = |KM4 | + dim(U4), (5.31)
where Ui is the projection of U onto Ri×Mi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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6. Seemingly unrelated regressions with incomplete data
6.1. The SUR/ID model
Wenow combine the IDmodel considered in §§4 and 5with the SURmodel as considered
in §3.Weagain observeX ∈ RI, normally distributed as in (5.4). Recall from (4.5) and (4.10)
that the index setsN and I are partitioned as (NK | K ∈ I) and (IM | M ∈ N ), respectively.
Further, recall from (5.2) that the sample space forX factors asRI = ×(RIM×M | M ∈ N ).
For each M ∈ N , let SM ≡ (UM, (IM)UM ) be a SUR pair for RIM×M , that is, the
SUR pattern UM is a collection of distinct subspaces of RM with |UM | |IM | and the SUR
partition (IM)UM ≡ (IM,U | U ∈ UM) is a partition of IM indexed by UM , so
IM =
.∪(IM,U | U ∈ UM). (6.1)
The SUR/ID partition
(IM,U | M ∈ N , U ∈ UM) (6.2)
of I is as least as ﬁne as the row partition IN . Note that a variable i ∈ IM,U iff it is observed
on all the subjects inM and on no other subject and is regressed on themean spaceU ⊆ RM .
The SUR subspace of RIM×M induced by SM is given by
USM = ×(UIM,U | U ∈ UM) ⊆ RIM×M (6.3)
(recall (3.3)).
The collection
S := (SM | M ∈ N ) (6.4)
of SUR pairs is called a SUR/ID structure for RI. The SUR/ID subspace US of RI induced
by S is deﬁned to be the product space
US := ×(USM | M ∈ N ) = ×(UIM,U | M ∈ N , U ∈ UM). (6.5)
Finally, the SUR/ID model N(US) on RI is deﬁned as (recall (5.4) and (5.5))
N(US) := (⊗
(N (K,K ⊗ 1NK ) | K ∈ I) |  ∈ US,  ∈ P(I )) (6.6)
(compare to (3.4) and (5.10)).
Proposition 6.1 (Restriction to a SUR/ID subspace). The space U is a SUR/ID subspace
of RI iff there exists a SUR subspace V of RI×N s.t. U = pI(V).
Proof. (⇐) : Suppose that V is a SUR subspace of RI×N , i.e., V = VT ⊆ RI×N where
T ≡ (U, IU) is a SUR pair for RI×N . Then as in (3.2) and (3.3), I =
.∪(IU | U ∈ U)
and V = ×(UIU | U ∈ U). Furthermore, if VM denotes the projection of V onto RIM×M
then pI(V) = ×(VM | M ∈ N ). For all M ∈ N and U ∈ U, let UM be the projection
of U onto RM . (Note that it is possible that UM = U ′M for U 	= U ′ ∈ U.) Each VM
is a SUR subspace of RIM×M induced by the SUR pair SM ≡ (Um, (IM)UM ), where
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UM = {UM | U ∈ U, M ∈ N , IU ∩ IM 	= ∅} with |UM | |{(M,U) | (M,U) ∈
N × U, IU ∩ IM 	= ∅}|. Thus pI(V) is a SUR/ID subspace of RI induced by the SUR/ID
structure S = (SM | M ∈ N ).
(⇒) : Suppose that U = US for some SUR/ID structure S ≡ ((UM, (IM)UM ) | M ∈ N )
for RI. For all M ∈ N , U ∈ UM , deﬁne
VM,U :=U × RN\M ⊆ RN,
V :=×(V IM,UM,U | M ∈ N , U ∈ UM) ⊆ RI×N.
Let T be the SUR pair (U, IU) with U = ∪(VM,U | M ∈ N , U ∈ UM) and IU = (IV |
V ∈ U), where IV :=
.∪(IM,U | VM,U = V ). Then pI(V) = US, and V is a SUR subspace
of RI×N induced by the SUR pair T. 
6.2. LCI restrictions for a SUR/ID model
LetS ≡ (SM | M ∈ N ) be a SUR/ID structure forRI. Herewe combine the LCI theories
developed for the SUR case and the ID case to ﬁndminimally restrictive LCI constraints that
render the LF of a SUR/ID model N(US) on RI unimodal and allow explicit determination
of the MLE. Note that for given  and , the factorization (5.16) of the LF still holds if we
impose the LCI restriction  ∈ P(KI) on N(US). However, we must impose CI restrictions
beyond those entailed by KI in order to obtain a factorization of the parameter space and
to insure that every factor corresponds to a MANOVA model.
For a (complete data) SUR model, the variables in IU with the common regression space
U ∈ U are regressed on the variables in IU ′ only if the regression spaceU ′ ∈ U is a subspace
ofU, i.e.U ′ ⊆ U . For a linear ID model, the variables in IM , which are observed on exactly
the subjects in M ∈ N , are regressed on the variables in IM ′ only if the variables in IM ′
are always observed with the variables in IM , i.e. M ′ ⊇ M . Combining these two ideas
motivates a partial ordering on
F := {(M,U) | M ∈ N , U ∈ UM} (6.7)
as follows. If M,M ′ ∈ N are nested as M ⊆ M ′ then we can project the space U ∈ UM ′
onto RM ; denote the image of the projection by U+M . Now deﬁne
(M ′, U ′)F (M,U) ⇐⇒
(
M ′ ⊇ M and (U ′)+M ⊆ U
)
. (6.8)
It is not difﬁcult to show that the relation F is a partial ordering.
By (6.7), the SUR/ID partition (6.2) can be rewritten as
IF := (IF | F ∈ F). (6.9)
Now deﬁne (compare (3.6) and (4.13))
KF =
.∪(IF ′ | F ′FF), (6.10)
so KF ⊆ KF ′ iff F FF ′ and KF = KF ′ iff F = F ′. The posets
PF := {KF | F ∈ F} (6.11)
and F , under inclusion and the partial ordering F respectively, are isomorphic posets.
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We deﬁne the SUR/ID lattice KI,S ⊆ 2I to be the lattice generated by PF . In the
construction of this lattice, each SUR pair SM ≡ (UM, (IM)UM ), M ∈ N , in S occurs
within the corresponding layer RIM×M of the ID sample space RI. As in §3.2 and §4.2,
J (KI,S) = PF , KF is the smallest join irreducible element of KI,S containing IF (or any
i ∈ IF ), and IF = [KF ]. (Note that KI ⊆ KI,S.)
For any lattice K ⊆ 2I , deﬁne the LCI-restricted SUR/ID model on RI:
N(US,K) := (⊗
(N (K,K ⊗ 1NK ) | K ∈ I) |  ∈ US, ∈ P(K))
⊆ N(US). (6.12)
By Theorem 6.2 below, the parsimonious model N(US,KI,S) on RI factors into a product
of MANOVA models. In particular, the SUR/ID subspace US of RI is decomposed as a
Cartesian product of MANOVA subspaces [US]++[K] that are deﬁned as the projections of US
onto R[K]×N
+
K , K ∈ J (KI,S). Moreover, the Kth MANOVA model, K ∈ J (KI,S), in the
factorization in Theorem 6.2 arises from the conditional distribution of X++[K] given X
++
〈K〉,
namely
(X++[K] | X++〈K〉) ∼ N[K]×N+K
(
(++[K] + [K〉X++〈K〉),[K] ⊗ IN+K
)
. (6.13)
Here the KI,S-parameters ((++[K], [K〉,[K]) | K ∈ J (KI,S)) of the model N(US,KI,S)
on RI are deﬁned as in (5.15) but with KI,S replacing KI.
Theorem 6.2 (Factorization of the parsimonious LCI-restricted SUR/ID model). LetS ≡
(SM | M ∈ N ) be a SUR/ID structure for RI. Then the LF for the model N(US,KI,S) on
RI factors as
f,(x) =
∏
K∈J (KI,S)
f++[K],[K〉,[K]
(
x++[K]
∣∣ x++〈K〉) , (6.14)
where f++[K],[K〉,[K]
(
x++[K] | x++〈K〉
)
is the LF of the MANOVA model on R[K]×N+K given by
(6.13). The parameter space factors according to the bijective mapping
I,S : US × P(KI,S) → ×
(
[US]++[K] × R[K]×〈K〉 × P([K])
∣∣K ∈ J (KI,S))
(,) →
(
(++[K], [K〉,[K])
∣∣K ∈ J (KI,S)) . (6.15)
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.3 applies with only two steps needing reconsideration.
First, we check that for any K ∈ J (KI,S) the subspace [US]++[K] is a MANOVA subspace
of R[K]×N
+
K
. By construction of J (KI,S), the set [K] = [KF ] = IF for some F ∈ F .
Hence for the unique M ∈ N and U ∈ UM s.t. (M,U) = F it follows from (6.5) that
[US]++[K] = UIF , which is a MANOVA subspace R[K]×N
+
K
.
Second, we show that the analogue to inclusion (5.19) holds, i.e. that for K ∈ J (KI,S),
M([K] × 〈K〉)[US]++〈K〉 ⊆ [US]++[K], (6.16)
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where [US]++〈K〉 is the projection ofUS ontoR〈K〉×N
+
K
. For i ∈ K , let [US]++i be the projection
ofUS ontoR{i}×N
+
K
. Then, for i ∈ [K] and j ∈ 〈K〉, (6.10) implies that [US]++j ⊆ [US]++i ,
which implies (6.16). 
The necessary and sufﬁcient condition for almost sure existence and uniqueness of the
MLE in the model N(US,KI,S) is that
|N+K | |K| + dK ∀K ∈ J (KI,S), (6.17)
where dK is the dimension of [US]++[K] divided by |[K]|. More naturally, since K = KF for
some unique F = (M,U) ∈ F , [US]++[K] = UIF and dK = dim(U).
Remark 6.3. As in Remark 5.4, an analogue to Theorem 6.2 holds for the modelN(US,L)
whenever L ⊇ KI,S.
Theorem 6.4 (Lattice minimality for a SUR/ID model). The SUR/ID lattice KI,S is uni-
quely minimal among all lattices L ⊆ 2I s.t. the LCI-restricted SUR/ID model N(US,L)
on RI admits a factorization of the LF and the parameter space into a product of LFs and
parameter spaces of MANOVA models as in Theorem 6.2.
Proof. Let L be a lattice permitting factorizations as in (6.14) and (6.15). Let Li , Si , and
Ki be the smallest join-irreducible elements of the latticesL,KI, andKI,S containing index
i ∈ I . The Li th factor in the factorization is a MANOVA model on R[Li ]×N
+
Li
. Hence, as in
the proof of Theorem 5.5, Li ⊆ Si and N+Li = N+Si . Furthermore, [US]++[Li ] is a MANOVA
subspace of R[Li ]×N
+
Li and, from (6.16), it follows that
M([Li] × 〈Li〉)[US]++〈Li 〉 ⊆ [US]++[Li ]. (6.18)
Now (6.5) yields that [Li] ⊆ IF ⊆ KF for some F = (M,U) ∈ F and that [US]++[Li ] =
U [Li ]. Further, inclusion (6.18) implies that 〈Li〉 ⊆
.∪(IF ′ | F ′FF) = KF . Therefore,
Li ≡ [Li]
.∪〈Li〉 ⊆ KF . Since i ∈ [Li] ⊆ IF it follows that KF = Ki and thus Li ⊆ Ki ,
for all i ∈ I , which implies KI,S ⊆ L by Lemma 2.5. 
Remark 6.5. In the SUR/ID model N(US) on RI, the parameter (,) ∈ US × P(I ) is
identiﬁable iff (5.22) holds. Moreover, if US = pI(VT) is the restriction of a SUR subspace
VT of RI×N induced by a SUR pair T ≡ (U, IU) then, as in Remark 5.6,  ∈ VT is
identiﬁed by  = pI() iff pI : VT → US is bijective. If we deﬁne U+M to be the projection
of U ∈ U onto RM then pI is bijective iff dim(U+M) = dim(U) for all M ∈ N and U ∈ U
s.t. IU ∩ IM 	= ∅.
Remark 6.6. Let S be a SUR/ID structure for RI, and let T ≡ (U, IU) be a SUR pair for
RI×N s.t. the induced SUR/ID subspace US ⊆ RI is the projection onto RI of the SUR
subspace VT ⊆ RI×N induced by T (compare Proposition 6.1). Then one can consider the
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set F ′ := {(M,U) | M ∈ N , U ∈ U} equipped with the partial ordering
(M ′, U ′)F ′(M,U) ⇐⇒
(
M ′ ⊇ M and U ′ ⊆ U) . (6.19)
The lattice induced by this partial ordering equals the lattice K(KI ∪KT) generated by the
union of the ID lattice KI and the SUR lattice KT. However, this lattice is a larger lattice
than KI,S, i.e. K(KI ∪KT) ⊇ KI,S, and in general KT 	⊆ KI,S (compare the example in
§6.3 below).
6.3. Example
We take up the framework of the example in §5.3 and consider the design matrix (5.24)
but now suppose that the ID array has the form
X =
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1
2
3
4
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
        
      
      
         
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (6.20)
The row ID pattern is N = {M1,M2,M3,M4} where
M1 := N(1) = {1, . . . , 6, 8, 9, 10}, M2 := N(2) = {1, . . . , 5, 9, 10},
M3 := N(3) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10}, M4 := N(4) = {1, . . . , 10}. (6.21)
The row partition IN is given by IMi = {i} for all i ∈ I . The inclusion ordering of the sets
in N is given by
M1M4; M2M1,M4; M3M1,M4. (6.22)
Now, assume that , deﬁned as the subspace of M(I × J ) given by all matrices of the
form
 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
0 12 13 0 15
21 22 0 24 0
0 32 0 34 35
0 42 43 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (6.23)
The complete data subspace Z of RI×N is the Cartesian product of the four spaces
V1 = span(z2, z3, z5), V2 = span(z1, z2, z4),
V3 = span(z2, z4, z5), V4 = span(z2, z3), (6.24)
where IVi = {i}. Obviously, Z is a SUR subspace of RI×N with SUR pair T = (U, IU)
for RI×N , where the SUR pattern U := {V1, V2, V3, V4} and the SUR partition IU ≡ (IVi |
i = 1, 2, 3, 4) := ({i} | i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Let Ui be the projection of Vi onto RMi . For i =
1, 2, 3, 4 deﬁne the SUR pairs SMi = (UMi , (IMi )UMi ) for R{i}×Mi by settingUMi := {Ui}
and (IMi )UMi = (IMi,Ui ) := ({i}). Then US := pI(Z) = ×(Ui | i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is a
SUR/ID subspace of RI for the SUR/ID structure S = (SMi | i = 1, 2, 3, 4) for RI.
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Fig. 3. The SUR/ID lattice KI,S.
The set F in (6.7) here becomes F = {(M1, U1), (M2, U2), (M3, U3), (M4, U4)}. In the
design matrix speciﬁed in (5.24) the two rows z3 and z4 are distinct only over the column
indices 6 and 7. Those are, however, missing in M2 and M3. Therefore, Z3×M2 = Z4×M2
and Z3×M3 = Z4×M3 . This implies that
(U4)M1 U1; (U4)M2 U2; (U1)M3 , (U4)M3 U3. (6.25)
By (6.22) and (6.25), the elements of F are ordered as
(M4, U4)F (M1, U1); (M4, U4)F (M2, U2);
(M1, U1), (M4, U4)F (M3, U3).
The SUR/ID partition IF consists of the sets IF = {i} for F = (Mi, Ui). Thus, J (KI,S) =
{4, 14, 24, 134} andKI,S = {∅, 4, 14, 24, 124, 134, 1234}. Fig. 3 shows the Hasse diagram
of KI,S. The CIs implied by KI,S are 2 ⊥ 13 | 4. The LF of the LCI-restricted SUR/ID
model N(US,KI,S) on RI factors as
f (1 2 3 4)I = f (1 | 4)M1 f (2 | 4)M2 f (3 | 1 4)M3 f (4)M4 . (6.26)
Since dim(Vi) = dim(Ui) for all i, no parameter identiﬁability problems arise. Further,
condition (6.17) for the almost sure existence and uniqueness of the MLE of (,) is
fulﬁlled since
|N+KM1,U1 | = |M1| = 9  5 = 2 + 3 = |KM1,U1 | + dim(U1),
|N+KM2,U2 | = |M3| = 7  5 = 2 + 3 = |KM2,U2 | + dim(U2),
|N+KM3,U3 | = |M3| = 7  6 = 3 + 3 = |KM3,U3 | + dim(U3),
|N+KM4,U4 | = |M4| = 10  3 = 1 + 2 = |KM4,U4 | + dim(U4). (6.27)
In the present example the approach based on the complete data regression spaces (cf.
Remark 6.6) yields amuchmore restrictivemodel based on the latticeK(KT∪KI). SinceZ is
of full rank, the complete data regression spaces admit only the one inclusionV4V1, which
implies that J (K(KT ∪KI)) = {2, 3, 4, 14}; cf. Fig. 4. The CIs imposed by K(KT ∪ KI)
are 14 ⊥ 2 ⊥ 3.
7. Conclusion
For a given SUR, ID, and SUR/IDmodel we found unique minimal sets of LCIs such that
the restricted model has a unimodal LF and is amenable to explicit likelihood inference by
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Fig. 4. The lattice K(KT ∪KI).
(i) (ii) (iii)
Fig. 5. The TADGs for the examples in (i) §3.3, (ii) §5.3 and (iii) §6.3.
factorization into complete-dataMANOVAmodels. These LCI restrictions can alternatively
be represented in graphical models based on transitive acyclic directed graphs (TADG)
(see [2,3]), which, however, lead to very different graphical representations of CIs. A small
lattice imposing few CIs can be easily represented via its Hasse diagram, whereas the
equivalent TADG is close to being a complete graph and difﬁcult to represent if many
variables are observed. Conversely, a sparse TADG imposing many CI constraints is easily
illustrated, whereas the corresponding large lattice would be difﬁcult to represent. Note that
consideration of non-transitive ADGs does not lead to less-restrictive CIs that still allow a
MANOVA factorization of the models we considered (see [10, §10], and the introduction
of [3]).
The TADGsD(KS),D(KI), andD(KI,S) that are equivalent to the parsimonious lattices
KS,KI, andKI,S, respectively, can be constructed directly from S, I, and (I,S) as follows
(Fig. 5 illustrates the TADGs for the examples in §3.3, §5.3 and §6.3). For a SUR model
with SUR pair S ≡ (U, IU), as in §3, take VS = IU (the SUR partition in (3.1)) and deﬁne
ES by including the edge IU → IU ′ iff U ⊆ U ′. Then by (3.6) and [2, Eq. (5.5)], the
resulting TADG DS := (VS, ES) satisﬁes DS = D(KS) and N(DS) = N(KS). For an
ID problem with ID pattern I ⊆ I × N , as in §§4–5, take VI = IN (the row partition in
(4.9)) and deﬁne EI by including the edge IM → IM ′ iff M ′ ⊆ M . Then by (4.13) and [2,
Eq. (5.5)], the resulting TADG DI := (VI, EI) satisﬁes DI = D(KI) and N(DI) = N(KI).
Finally, for a SUR/ID problemwith ID pattern I ⊆ I ×N and SUR/ID structureS forRI, as
in §6, take VI,S = IF (the SUR/ID partition in (6.2) ≡ (6.9)) and deﬁne EI,S by including
the edge IF → IF ′ iff F FF ′ (recall (6.8)). Then by (6.10) and [2, Eq. (5.5)], the resulting
TADG DI,S := (VI,S, EI,S) satisﬁes DI,S = D(KI,S) and N(DI,S) = N(KI,S).
In practice, using the LCI-restricted model avoids the use of iterative methods and issues
with multiple local maxima of the LF. If we do not wish to impose CI restrictions, the
parsimoniousLCImodel provides newstartingvalues for iterative algorithms such as theEM
or the ECM algorithm [19,20]. Our proposed LCI-based starting values require fewer CIs
than starting values obtained from ordinary least squares (OLS), which assumes complete
independence. Thus our LCI-based starting values may lead to faster convergence.
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OLS estimates of regression coefﬁcients in SUR models are consistent but less efﬁcient
than the MLE [29].Wu and Perlman [28] demonstrate by simulation that LCI estimates are
more efﬁcient than OLS estimates, while still being available in closed form.An interesting
direction of future research would be to investigate whether and when the LCI-restricted
model provides closed form estimates of regression coefﬁcients of SUR/ID models that are
consistent yet more efﬁcient than OLS estimates.
Finally, our results are also applicable to testing problems. Suppose that we wish to test
a SUR/ID model based on the SUR/ID structure S for RI against a SUR/ID model based
on the SUR/ID structure S˜ for RI s.t. US ⊆ US˜ and N(US) ⊆ N(US˜). Then the likelihood
ratio test statistic can be found explicitly if LCI constraints are imposed which let both
models factor into products of MANOVA models. The minimal lattice permitting such a
factorization of both models is the lattice generated by the union KI,S ∪ KI,S˜ of the two
SUR/ID lattices (see [10, §12] for the TADG case). SinceAndersson and Perlman [9] were
able to derive the null distribution of the likelihood ratio test statistic for testing LCI models
in the i.i.d. case, another topic for future research would be to generalize their results to the
case of SUR, linear ID and SUR/ID models.
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